
CARRY 110 

MINI-DUMPERSeveral accessories are available for this mini-dumper: 
multy-tools arm, concrete mixer, mulcher, snow blower, 
swivel vessel, etc. 
Extremely easy and safe: full touch screen digital 
dashboard control, Auto idle, electronic speed setting, 
easy maintenance and low operating costs.

SAFETY AND STANDARDS
The Honda engine is low noise, which 
meets established noise pollution 
standards. The engine is mounted on 
vibration dampers to significantly reduce 
the amount of vibration transmitted. 

ADDITIONAL MODELS:
POLY TUB OPTION

HIGH FLOW VERSION W/ ATTACHMENTS

180 SWIVEL BUCKET AND DUMP

 

The CARRY 110 checks all the columns for the busy concrete contractor. From driveways to patios 
and across rough terrain this tracked unit can handle it. Equipped with a poly drum and IMER’s 
expected dedication to quality of design and manufacturer this latest addition to IMER’s large line 
of track dumpers will satisfy your needs. Powered by Honda’s latest and most powerful electronic 
controlled gasoline engine it also features 3-level speed control, auto idle, and electronic controlled 
start up. Can Bus digital touch screen dashboard provides information on hours, battery voltage, 
fuel consumption, percentage engine load, and diagnostic capabilities. For operator comfort the 
platform is double rubber shock mounted and features a hydraulic joystick for speed control.

A manual parking 

brake prevents the 

drive from running by 

mechanically locking 

the LH wheel 

Simple and 

intuitive control 

console

The amount of oil in 

the machine’s hydraulic 

circuit allows long 

intervals between 

servicing

Extremely compact 

dimensions and limited 

weight guarantees 

high-level performance

The innovative track 

system ensures the rubber 

tracks are always perfectly 

tensioned, easily adjusted 

via a bolt on the lower 

carriage 

Narrow enough to 

fit through standard 36” 

doors and gates

(*)  Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - https://www.p65warnings.ca.gov  
(**) Guide with operator on the ground, where applicable     (***) Variable based on the configuration

 CARRY 110
 Engine*  Honda GX800IRH-TX-F9-OH
 Machine weight  1,521 lbs                           
 Operating load  2,205 lbs 
 Payload capacity (struck / heaped) 15.97 / 18.71 cu ft                           
 Speed (forward / reverse)  6 / 2.5mph  
 Max allowed slope when empty  20° - 36%                          
 Max allowed slope when loaded** 11° - 20%*** 
 Ground clearance 5 1/2 in                              
 Start Electric
Length   75 1/2in                             

 Height 52 in
 Width 35 3/8 in                             

Technical specifications


